
FLAME 
100% Extra Fine Merino Yarn 

Super Bulky Weight 

thick & thin spun 

skeins of 7 oz. and 200 yards each 

 

Gauge 
9 stitches and 18 rows 

in Seed Stitch 

= 4 x 4 inches (10 x 10 cm) 

US # 15 (10 mm) needle 

32-40 inches circular 

 

Five Sizes 
S - M - L - XL - XXL 

Chest 34 to 44 inches 
easy to adjust measurements 

COLOR OPTIONS 

DRAGONFLY PEACOCK 

LILAC 

NIGHT 



MATERIAL: 3 skeins Flame Yarn for sizes XS, S and M 

                     4 skeins  Flame Yarn for sizes L, XL and XXL 

                    1 skein Flame Yarn for additional adjustments (i.e. longer body) 

SIZING:      SX-34”,   S-36”,   M-38”,   L-40”,   XL-42”,   XXL-44” 

ADJUSTMENTS: Take the measurements from your favorite sweater 

and calculate, taking the stitches you will need for casting on the cuff and 

the length of the front and back by using your Gauge result. 

PATTERN - use your Gauge in Seed Stitch ! 

Cast on the number of stitches for the cuff. 

Example: Gauge = 9 sts/inch 

                desired cuff with 11.5” = CO 26 sts 

Work your sleeve and increase: knit the front and the back from 

your first and last stitch every 10th row for 7 times = 14 stitches. 

You will now have 40 stitches on your needle. 

Check the sleeve length from your sweater (adjust as needed). 

CO 40 stitches for the front, turn your work and cast on 40 

stitches for the back (= 120 stitches = 60 for the front and 60 for 

the back). Knit to the neck opening.  

Control the length by putting your work onto your sweater.  

Divide your stitches for front and back (60 each). Move the back 

stitches on hold. Work the front. 

Decrease at the neck opening at every other row: 2-2-1-1-0-1 

stitches. Keep working the front to the center (measure your 

sweater) and work the other half of the front reverse (increase 

at the neck opening every other row 1-0-1-1-2-2 stitches).  

Move the front stitches on hold. 

Work the back in the same width as the front. Join front and 

back and knit across the same number of rows as on the other 

side. Bind off the front (40 sts), knit to the end, turn your work 

and bind off the back (40 sts). Work the other sleeve reverse by 

decreasing. Bind off the cuff. 

Close the side and the sleeve seams. Weave in all ends. 

If you like you can crochet around the neck opening and adjust 

the size of the opening if needed. 

We do not recommend blocking. 
Cuddle up and enjoy your work! 
 

Happy Knitting ! 
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CUDDLE SWEATER 
This pattern is designed by Bjorn Coordt. 
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